PET GUARDIANSHIP
Companionship Supplement
If you are the owner of multiple animals and you feel strongly that any of your animals are particularly
bonded and need to be re-homed together, please complete this additional document for those animals.

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION
Your Name:

Today’s date:

Phone number:

Email:

BASIC ANIMAL INFORMATION
Please list animals from your household that you feel should be re-homed together. Except in rare cases of trios, only pairs
are considered for a bonded status.
Name

Microchip #

1

Animal Type
C, D, R

Age

Sex

(M / F / NM / SF)

Relationships*

2
3
*Please indicate the animal’s relationships to one another, ex. sibling to [name], parent to [name], or unrelated companion.

You have indicated these animals be re-homed together, as a pair? Please explain why.

For how long have these animals lived together?
Please describe which of the following describe the relationship between these animals (check all that apply):
Adored each other
Eat together
Slept next to each other
Groomed each other
Can’t live without each other
One gives the other more confidence
One teaches the other new things
One will only meet new people / things
if the other lets them know it’s okay

One learns from the other
Played together
Will not eat if apart
Always share toys/food etc. nicely
Head-butt/rub each other (feline)
Peacefully co-existed
Plays chase games
One always chases the other

One does not share well
Avoided each other
Ignored each other
Will fight without injuries
Have fought with injuries
One limits other’s access to resources
Owner unable to describe detail
of pet’s relationship to each other

Other:

Have these animals interacted with other animals?

Yes

No

If yes, have you seen similar behaviors (as those noted above) occur with other animals, please explain:

Have the animals ever been apart (e.g. boarding, at vet, etc)?

Yes

No

If yes, for how long?

If yes, please describe what you have observed when these animals were apart (check all that apply):
One looks for the other one / searches
Will not eat unless the other is around
Seems nervous, unsettled

Seems depressed
Paces
Lack of normal interaction with others

Other:

Is there anything else we should know about the relationship between these animals?
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Acts unusually only briefly
Acts normally
No noticeable changes when apart
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